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Arthur mintie is technical Services Supervisor 
at laticrete International. Prior to working 
for the firm, he was a professional ceramic 
tile installation professional for more than a 
decade. Here he outlines a few ideas to make 
laying tiles easier, and take the fear out of laying 
mosaics. this information is from the uS, so 
some measurements are in imperial; and it is 
not restricted to swimming pool applications, but 
covers mosaic tiling in general.

Don’t be afraid of
   installing mosaics

Mosaic glass tiles have been with us 
for many years, but nowhere near 
the level at which they are today. 

The number of colours, the different sizes, 
the unique shapes and the opportunities 
they offer for creative design are all grow-
ing at breakneck speed. Robert E. Daniels, 
Executive Director of The Tile Council of 
America, corroborates this, having stated: 
“From anecdotal evidence, we know that 
‘specialty’ tiles are growing in volume at a 
rapid pace. This category would include mo-
saic glass tiles. Mosaic tiles can go virtually 
anywhere and are definitely popular in high-
end residential as well as most commercial 
applications involving the retail public.”

Whereas the popularity of mosaic glass 
tiles is increasing, there is a fear factor 
with some contractors. Familiar with in-

stalling traditional ceramic tile via tradi-
tional methods, they view today’s mosaic 
tile as a foreign element, which requires 
special procedures relative to installation. 
This small group really has nothing to be 
concerned about. Mosaic glass tile should 
be installed professionally and problem-
free with every project, providing the 
contractors are knowledgeable relative to 
certain techniques. Here are some answers 
to frequently asked questions relative to 
glass tile installation.

Why are contractors afraid to work  
with glass mosaics? 
Since glass is impervious, it requires good 
mortar mixing and mortar spreading tech-
niques as well as consistent and accurate 
tile placement. Additionally, most installers 

Humpback whales are becoming a popular 
mosaic feature in swimming pools – this one has 

been made by The Pool Tile Company

the bold coloured tiles 
in the euro Pools/rafael 

Sanchez pool create a 
dramatic impression
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who have had bad experiences with mosaic 
glass tiles losing bond, generally had that 
experience because they did not use qual-
ity liquid latex fortified portland cement 
mortar. Impervious tiles like glass require 
a thin-set mortar with tenacious bond 
strength. Simple dry-set mortars and most 
low-end, multi-purpose thin-set mortars 
do not have the bond strength to ensure a 
good “grip” to the mosaic glass surface. 
Also, most of the glass mosaic tile made in 
the past was paper-face mounted. Working 
with paper-faced tiles requires more skill 
and accuracy than other type of mosaic 
tile applications where the tile is generally 
back dot-mounted or rear mesh-mounted. 
Most installers have had bad experi-
ences with these types of applications and 
therefore, they shy away from installations 
similar to these.

When installing glass tiles in “wet areas,” 
what are some of the considerations?
 For areas where damage can occur adjacent 
to or below the tile application (e.g. bath-
rooms, showers, countertops, etc.), install-
ers should use a waterproofing membrane 
below the tile installation. Consult with the 
manufacturer of the mosaic tile installation 
materials to specify a compatible water-
proofing membrane system relative to the 
building’s substrate, which could consist of a 
number of different materials.

What are the special techniques for install-
ing mosaic glass tiles? 
 There are two methods for installing glass 
tile mosaics:
A.  one Step method (thin-set and grout  

in one step)
If the glass mosaics are paper-face mount-
ed, installers may use the one-step method 
of installation. In this method, the thin-set 
mortar should be spread on the substrate 
with a 3/16” square notch trowel and then 
additional thin-set mortar is combed onto 

Swimming pools are golden – well, at least this 
gAvA-winning pool is, featuring ezzari’s titanium 

gold range in the marilor Hotel in Poland

The tiling pattern on the surface of 
Singapore’s Sea view Condominium hotel 
is made up from six different amalgamated 
colours, which are in turn created using 
different ratios of the same blended tiles
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the backs of the tile sheets, (in effect, filling 
the grout joints with the thin-set mortar). 
Using a liquid latex thin-set mortar designed 
for this purpose, contractors should then 
mix in a sanded grout and use this combi-
nation of material as a “coloured” thin-set 
mortar. The tile sheets should then be 
placed into the freshly spread thin-set 
mortar and tapped into place with a beating 
block or rubber grout float. Via this tech-
nique, the contractor will have installed and 
grouted the tiles in one application. Once 

the tiles have reached an initial set, then 
the paper facing should be peeled off. After 
the tiles are set firm, the same “coloured” 
mortar should be used to touch up the grout 
joints where the sheets meet and for any 
other pinholes, imperfections, etc.

 
b. conventional two-Step method 
For rear mesh-mounted or paper-face 
mounted mosaic tile, spread the thin-set 
mortar (generally white in colour) onto the 
substrate using a 3/16” square notch trowel. 
Then, carefully set the sheets into place 
and tap with a beating block or rubber grout 
float. (For paper face-mounted tiles, once 
the tiles reach an initial set, peel off the 
paper.) Once the tiles are set firmly in place, 
contractors then can grout all tiles in the 
normal fashion.

 In either method used, installers should 
be as accurate as possible in placing the 

Palm trees make for another interesting 
mosaic for a pool floor. This one is by 
Artistry in Mosaics. for more information 
go to www.artistryinmosaics.com.au or 
call 0401 012 015

A residential family pool 
with the design aesthetics 

of an upmarket commercial 
project. this pool features 

tiles and coping by the Pool 
tile company, including light 
Sky blue Pearl glass mosaics, 

with soft linen travertine 
used for the coping and 

surround paving, while the 
feature wall beneath the spa 

has been created from crema 
marfil marble mosaics
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mosaic tiles. Rear mesh-mounted tiles are 
more forgiving in that the tiles can be more 
easily adjusted (if necessary).

techniques for installing glass tiles  
(not mosaics)
Use high-quality liquid latex fortified thin-set 
mortar (generally a white thin-set is used). 
If installing for walls, start from the bottom 
up – use a supporting ledger board fastened 
to the wall, in order to support the weight of 
the installation. Spread the thin-set mortar, 
using a notch trowel to ensure maximum 
coverage. The tiles should also be back-
troweled with additional thin-set mortar to 

ensure that the mortar’s trowel lines do not 
show through the mosaic glass tiles.

The mosaic tiles then should be tapped 
into place, with either a rubber grout float or 
a rubber mallet. For larger format glass tiles, 
layout can make the difference in the final 
appearance. Spread out the work to visualise 
the finished job. This is done so that cuts ulti-
mately are minimised. The more full tiles one 
sees, the better the installation appears.

Special tools required: 
For glass mosaics: 
n  Glass mosaic tile nippers – a special type 

of nipper that has cutting wheels on both 

download the Laticrete 
manual
LAtiCRete has an extremely useful 
technical manual for tiling and using 
adhesives compiled by the Laticrete 
technical service staff. it deals with 
all applications for tiled swimming 
pools, fountains and spas, and is 
free to download at: http://www.
laticrete.com/architects/technical_
design_manuals.aspx or you can go 
to www.splashmagazine.com.au for 
a quick Link under the news tab.

the coral reef Pool built by Alfonso Abe 
and designed in conjunction with Javiar 
duarte and mosaic design kolorines

The gAvA winning Wave on Pool built in Cuernavaca 
Mexico by Joseph ventura and designed by francisco 

Perdomo of Moscaicos venecianos
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Compu-Pool Products
“Leading the way in pool & spa equipment since 1979”

88 Spencer Street, Nerang, QLD Australia 4211
Ph: +61 (0)7 5596 3773 Fax: +61 (0)7 5596 1951

Email: sales@compupool.com.au

High Performance
Self Cleaning 
Chlorination System. 

Powerful Features

• 3500 PPM salt required

• LCD digital display

• LED indicator lights 

• High and low salt fault lights

• No fl ow sense and fault light

• Self regulating function if salt content is to high

• Fully weather protected 

• Winter mode for cold water operation

• SuperChlor mode for boosting chlorine levels during peak times

• Touch pad controls that provide easy setting 

• Fully automatic operation – even when the owner is away

• Easy installation to new and existing pools

• Reliable and durable for long lasting performance

• Digital time clock with battery back up timer as standard

• Cell has push on water proof connectors for simple exchange of cell

•  Advanced high grade U.V. stablised plastic control unit

CPSC Series 
Salt Water Chlorinator
CPSC Series 
Salt Water Chlorinator

Model
Recommended 
Output (litres)

CPSC08 10, 000

CPSC16 60, 000

CPSC24 80, 000

CPSC36 150, 000

5 Year
Pro-rata Warranty 

on Cell

2 Year
Full  Warranty 
on Power Pack



• Totally safe, non toxic.
• 100% pure crystal.
• Use for applications in pools, gardens, 
 ponds and many more.

• Proven durability.
• Direct from the manufacturer, wholesaler  
 & distributor.

• Has the proven technology of GEO POLYMER.
• Hundreds of colours and combinations guaranteed
   never to fade with no maximum shelf life.
• Available in grades up to 20mm, specifi c grading 
  for pool renders.
• Photo luminescent aggregates (glow in the dark).  

Jewels 4 Pools

100% Australian Owned
Committed to highly durable 

& user - friendly products

Jewels 4 Pools

Geo Polymer pool lining system was developed from 30 years experience
with plaster pool linings, polymer modi cation and their application. 
Thoroughly tested Geo polymer is the longest - leading tested product 
only available through Jewels 4 Pools. 

NO MORE SORE FEET OR RUINED COSIES!! JEWELS 4 POOLS IS THE 
MOST STUNNING AFFORDABLE, DURABLE AND TROUBLE - FREE 

POOL FINISH AVAILABLE IN IT’S CLASS.

Contact Ken 1300 169 166 or 03 9553 4395 Mob: 0408 375 309 Email: jewels4poolsvictoria@gmail.comJewels4Pools Victoria

Contact Grant Mob: 0417 359 407 Fax: 07 3209 4353 Email: j4pqld@bigpond.comJewels4Pools Queensland

Marketing & Sales NSW Crystal Yu 0447 459 269 crystal@jewels4pools.com
Technical Advice  Jeff McAlister 0408 248 134 www.jewels4pools.com

Australia Wide
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nipper arms give this tool the ability to cut 
through the glass and make very accu-
rate, very straight cuts.

n  3/16” square notch trowel – a great trowel 
for installing glass mosaics – however, it 
is hard to find. You may have to special-
order this tool.

Cutting glass mosaic tiles: 
n  Use the glass mosaic tile nipper to make 

accurate cuts for glass mosaics. For larg-
er format glass tiles, we recommend the 
following cutting and fitting guidelines:

n  Straight cuts: score and snap with hand 
cutter, newer 8 mm carbide wheel housed 
in a ball bearing casing. The lighter you 
score (applying the least amount of pres-
sure to score the tile) the better it snaps 
– the glass tile does not break because of 
the force; it breaks because of the heat 
generated from the carbide wheel.

n  Corners: nip with nippers.
n  L shaped cuts: 

(A) Marble diamond bit (5” wheel) on an 
electric hand grinder. Using masking tape 
over cutting line may minimise chipping. 

(B) Wet saw may result in chipping top 
and bottom of mosaic tile causing an 
irregular edge and some colour loss. It is 
only recommended when cut area will be 
covered by more than ¼” of switch plate 
or moulding. Using masking tape over 
the cutting line may minimise chipping. 
Wet saws, generally, are not recom-

mended for cutting high quality glass. 
High-quality mosaic glass tile has a 
manufacturing process resulting in tile 
with breaking strength that exceeds 970 
lbs. per sq. inch. Most wet saws cannot 
cut the tile without excessive vibrations, 
which cause chipping.

Contractors needn’t be afraid of working with 
mosaics, says Arthur Mintie of Laticrete

the bold coloured tiles in the euro 
Pools/rafael Sanchez pool create 
a dramatic impression
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Double it.
Halve it.
And what 

have you got?
DOUBLE 

the time between backwashes.
HALF 

the time taken to backwash.
When you use Zelbrite Filter Media you will

SAVE WATER
and using less top up water you will

SAVE ON HEATING

BETTER

FILTRATION
SAVESCHEMICALS

Ph: (02) 4651 2377  Mobile: 0407 078 075
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What type of grout should be used when 
installing mosaic glass tiles?
For best performance in all types of instal-
lations, and to get a grout joint as dense and 
easy to clean as the mosaic glass itself, I rec-
ommend using an epoxy grout. (Note: epoxy 
grout can only be used in the conventional 
two-step method of tile installation.) Generally, 
epoxy grout is best for wet area applications.

 Installers can also use a non-sanded or 
sanded grout depending on the grout joint 
texture desired. The non-sanded grouts will 
have a smoother texture, while the sanded 

grouts can look a little more rustic. Also, 
note that most sanded grouts will achieve 
higher strengths than non-sanded grouts.

There is more that could be written here, 
but the main point overall is that installation of 
glass tiles, whether they are mosaics or larger 
format units, is nothing to be afraid of. Mosaic 
glass tile is so beautiful that if every project is 
installed correctly, the subsequent outcome 
should ultimately be a brilliant work of art.

For more information on this article call 
Laticrete on freecall 1800 331 012 or email 
info@laticrete.com.au. 

A large, complicated tiling job in progress. 
Mosaic tiles are popular in high-end residential 

as well as commercial applications
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Unique Panel System
25 Year Warranty

World’s Largest Solar Pool
    Heating Manufacturer

Cockatoo Protection Plan

Australia Wide
1 300 132 968

www.heliocol.com.au





Pool Heat Pumps
Pool Blankets/Rollers

Solar Pool Heating

Australia Wide
1 300 369 674






Automatic Pool
   Cleaners



www.SunWave.com.au
National 
Member
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the mesmerising gAvA-winning pool Jade 
mountain pool project by nick troubetzkoy. the 

repetitively layered, recycled tiles provide an 
effect reminiscent of an iridescent Persian carpet
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For more information visit:
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Nursery Road Garden Supplies in the Macedon Ranges is one 
of Victoria’s only native nurseries and is set on land owned 
by an Indigenous Cooperative.

The nursery’s Indigenous owners, Natalie and Ashley Brand, are 
both passionate advocates of native flora and committed to promot-
ing cool climate Indigenous species.  The property is leased from the 
Jerrang Aboriginal Trading Cooperative. 

Natalie Brand offers the 
following tips for land-
scaping with native plants:
1.  The ideal planting period 

is between autumn and 
spring as the rainfall 
tends to be higher.

2.  Prepare the soil by forking 
into root level plus half again, approximately 10 to 20 inches (250mm 
to 500mm) depending on the plant size. 

3.  Add good organic matter to the soil to ensure high levels of nutrients.
4.  A good practice is pouring water in the hole to see if the drainage is 

good. Add gypsum if poor, to ensure the plants roots don’t drown.
5.  When placing the plant in the soil place a water catchment around 

the plant to ensure rain is caught.
6.  Mulch the area around the plant, keeping the mulch back from the 

root of the plant. Inorganic (sand or gravel) or organic mulches are 
best (although will need replacing over time).

Tips for native 
landscaping 
around pools

natalie Brand, co-owner of 
nurserwy road garden Supplies
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Check out our website at: 
www.sancellpoolcovers.com.au   
or call us today on 1800 624 900

Call us today to see how becoming a Sancell 
distributor can add value to your business.

Quality 
ISO 9001

Environment
ISO 14001

•  Complete Control of the manufacturing process  
from extrusion to dispatch

•  An ISo 9001 qualIty aCCredIted manufacturer

• Full 3 year replacement warranty on pool covers*

• ISO 14001 accredited for enVIronMental standards

• Up to 15% poSt industrial recycled content

•  Unequalled qualIty in customer service and  
sales support

• A high quality range of SaleS aids and tools

•  Generation of quality leadS and customer 
referralS. 

* Terms and conditions apply.

Why Sancell Pool Covers?
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7.  Good native plants for planting around either a salt or chlorine 
pool include banksias, callistemon, grevilleas, ferns, grasses 
and palms. These species are suitable near a pool as the levels 
of salt/chlorine as a percentage of the pool are reasonably small 
compared with the total volume of water and subsequently not 
damaging to these particular plants.

8.  Indigenous plants/grasses are quiet common and attractive 
around a pool area and resistant to most problems, if any, that 
may be introduced.
The nursery runs seminars and hosts lectures throughout the 

year, helping people better understand native plants. 
For more information call (03) 5426 2400. 

“Indigenous plants/grasses are quiet 
common and attractive around a pool 
area and resistant to most problems.”

natives on display at the nursery
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An Australian 
landscape team has 
resurrected itself 
following the black 
Saturday fires to win 
at the famous chelsea 
flower Show in london.

The Royal Horticulture Society (RHS) in 
London has awarded the “Trailfinders 
Australia Garden” presented by 

Fleming’s Nurseries’ with a prestigious 
Gold Medal. The landscape is built 
around a glass walled splash pool and 
was designed by Scott Wynd.

This was the fourth gold medal win at 
the Chelsea Flower Show for Fleming’s 
Nurseries, and the result is even more 
of an achievement when it is consid-
ered that they were forced to postpone 
last year’s entry following the Black 
Saturday fires which destroyed one of 
the Fleming’s largest growing locations 
in Taggerty, Victoria.

Designer Scott Wynd was also 
involved in the Show in 2005, when 
his landscape company, TLC Pools, 

constructed Jack Merlo’s gold medal winning 
garden for Fleming’s.

Wynd joined the Australian team as 
project coordinator each subsequent year 
and this year is finally taking centre stage 
with his own design.

The team all volunteered their time to the 
project – which took 17 days to complete.

Project founder and Fleming’s director, 
Wes Fleming, said the result is another major 
coup for the Australian horticulture industry 
and delivers a strong message about the high 
level of the industry by world standards.

“We are exceptionally proud to showcase 
Australian horticulture talent on the world 
stage – and today’s medal proves that Aus-
tralia is among the very best in the world.”

Three shipping containers comprising all 
the construction products, materials and 
tools – right down to glue and nails – left 
Australia in March and arrived onsite in May.

Plant materials are sourced throughout 
Europe due to international quarantine 
restrictions and timeframes, with this year’s 
highly praised and impressive feature plant, 
giant Strelitzia’s, sourced from Rome in 
Italy. Other plants were found in Italy, Spain 
and the United Kingdom with the overriding 
theme indicating a “jungle” atmosphere.

The garden’s lap pool, spa and wet bar 
were a first for the show and proved a huge hit 
in the United Kingdom with judges impressed 
by the complementary design elements and 
planting features.

For more information go to www.flemings.
com.au/chelsea. 

rising from the ashes to get gold

The Aussie team

Judges and public were 
impressed by the way the pool 

and landscape combined

The winning design
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The must attend event  
for the wet industry

Silver Sponsors Reception SponsorPlatinum Sponsor Gold Sponsor

Jupiters Hotel & Casino 
Gold Coast, Australia

28-29 July 2010

DON’T  

MISS OUT!

SPLASH! Week 
Tuesday 27th July
•  Pre Show Work Shop An Introduction to Basic Perspective 

Drawing Genesis 3 Design Group - 9am - 5pm
• ALFA Queensland Conference - 10am - 5pm

Wednesday 28th July  
• Education program - 8.30am - 4.45pm
• Trade Show Open - 10am - 5pm
•  SPASA Queensland Welcome reception –  

from 5.00pm - 6.30pm – FREE for all to attend

Thursday 29th 
• Education program - 9.00am - 3.30pm  
• Trade Show Open - 10am - 4pm
•  SPLASH! Environmental Awards Dinner - 7.30pm – late

Friday 30th July 2010
• SPLASH! Andrew Simons Golf Day - 8am - 2pm

REGISTER NOW AT WWW.SPLASHExPO.COM.AU
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As platinum sponsors of SPLASH! Pool & Spa Trade Show 2010, 
Focus Products at Stand 34 will be hard to miss. The Focus stand 
showcases all that Focus Products has to offer pool & spa retailers 
including a comprehensive range of chemicals, high-performing 
Noria equipment and an intuitive set of dealer services.

The Focus Products range of chemicals has been specially 
designed for the diverse Australian climate and seasons. The 
range provides a comprehensive mix of dry and liquid chemicals, 
from blended sanitisers to speciality products like Aquashield3. 
Every consumer will find the complete solution to water care 
within this extensive range. 

The Noria range of performance pool and spa equipment has 
been developed by Focus to deliver superior levels of power and 
endurance to meet the most demanding requirements. With 
quality materials and workmanship, all Noria pumps, chlorinator 
and filters work in harmony ensuring pools and spas are easy 
to maintain, and ready for use at any time. All Noria equipment 
comes with extensive warranties backed by the service and 
support of Focus Products.

The Focus Dealer Network emphasises partnering with 
businesses to achieve their full potential in the local market. 
Through the Focus Insight, Instruct and Innovate programs 
businesses receive a strong foundation of practical support, 
training and technology for every stage of business development. 
Additionally, Focus Products runs a yearly business success 
conference for owners called Inspire, that delivers specialised 
business training in areas like cash flow analysis and staff 
management techniques.

Focus Products also has specialised support for pool builders 
and service operators to meet their unique product requirements 
and service delivery needs. Pool builders have access to the 
powerful range of Noria equipment with extensive warranties and 
the technical experience of Australia’s leading chemical provider. 
Service operators have access to the entire Focus range with 
technical support and training targeted at their specialised role 
within the industry.

Caring for the environment continues to remain in the mind of 
the Australian public. With demand for greater environmental 
awareness growing Focus Products has put forward the 
WaterEarth initiative. The goal of the environmental initiative 
is to help pool and spa owners “get the balance right” in 
protecting precious Australian water resources. WaterEarth 

encourages professional solutions and services to ensure a better 
understanding of the correct type and dosage of chemicals for 
managing recreational water. Also WaterEarth encourages the 
minimisation of waste water released into the environment and its 
subsequent effect.

At SPLASH! Pool & Spa Trade Show 2010 Focus Products is 
announcing a new generation of smarter software, services and 
systems as part of its ongoing commitment to develop stronger 
and more profitable independent pool and spa businesses. The new 
technology solution, called Liqua, comes from the experience and 
backing of Focus Products ability to bring innovation to the pool and 
spa industry. 

Liqua’s platform will cover three fundamental areas for pool and 
spa businesses; water analysis, service management and customer 
communication. Liqua lets businesses free themselves from the 
increasing burden of dealing with complex technology. Business 
owners won’t require degrees in computer science to operate and 
won’t lose valuable time combining a complex mix of software 
packages in order to support their day to day service operations. 

A simpler, unified set of Liqua applications and services will form 
a foundation that will see pool and spa businesses returning to 
core values. Liqua delivers less “geek” distractions and more time 
for real customer service. The first part of Liqua, Liqua Sense, 
will be rolled out for the coming 2010/2011 swimming season 
through the Focus Dealer Network with Liqua Synergy and Liqua 
Sync to follow soon after. For more details visit the website www.
focusproducts.com.au/liqua

As part of your SPLASH! Pool & Spa Trade Show agenda, ensure 
a visit to Focus Products at Stand 34 and speak to our highly-
trained pool & spa industry experts about what Focus Products 
can offer you. 

A Word From Our Platinum Sponsor
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van tastic

You have to hand it to Hyundai. Since 
landing in Australia in 1986, the 
company has progressed to become 

one of the most successful auto outfits this 
country, and indeed the world, has seen. 

Starting with a small, economical hatch-
back offering, its range has expanded 
exponentially to also include medium-sized 
sedans and a whole gamut of all-wheel-drive 
“soft roaders”, including seven-seat varieties.

While the earlier ‘80s and ‘90s models 
– in keeping with their ‘cheap and cheer-
ful’ price tags – were regarded by some 
as having questionable build quality, the 
past decade has seen Hyundai take giant 
strides in this area, to the point where it is 
now producing vehicles of truly world class 
standard. What’s more, the meteoric rise in 
quality control hasn’t been accompanied by 

excessive price elevation, meaning Hyundai 
vehicles in general still reflect exceptional 
bang for the buck.

Keen to further expand its horizons, the 
company staged its first foray into the light 
commercial and people mover segments with 
the ‘i twins’; a one-tonne van called iLoad and 
an eight-seat people mover known as iMax. 
While we won’t go into too much detail about 
the latter here, suffice to say it’s a very clever 
adaptation of its commercial counterpart. 

As for the iLoad, it’s offered in two mod-
els – three-seat van and versatile six-seat 
crew van – both serious workhorses built to 
satisfy the needs of demanding trade and 
freight carrying customers. Featuring sliding 
doors on both sides and a lift-up tailgate as 
standard, each version can be optioned with 
rear barn doors that open more than 180 

degrees allowing a full-sized pallet to be 
forklifted into the cargo bay. What’s more, 
the same can be done from either side of 
the three-seater as it has ample space to 
accommodate two loaded pallets. 

In both cases, separation of the load 
compartment from occupants is first class 
with a robust pressed steel bulkhead com-
plete with window in the crew version and a 
sturdy mesh item with a clear plastic curtain 
attached in the three-seater. Load security 
is entrusted to a set of strategically located 
floor-mounted lashing eyes of which there 
are 10 in the standard van and six in the crew.  

Up front, iLoad features a comfortably 
contoured driver’s bucket seat and a two-
seat bench for passengers. When not in use, 
the centre seat backrest tips forward to form 
a wide armrest with inbuilt cup holders and 
an open-topped storage bin. Cleverly, it can 
also pivot back to horizontal in the other 
direction where it functions as a handy stool 
for tradespeople who may need to do close-
up work inside the cargo area.

Standard safety features include dual 
front airbags, remote keyless entry and 
alarm, along with anti-skid brakes (ABS) 
with electronic brakeforce distribution 

“i” for ingenuity
Since its launch in february ‘08, Hyundai’s 
iload van has been selling up a storm.  
PAul mAttHeI, editor of our sister publication 
dIeSel magazine, recently put a tonne in the 
back to discover what all the fuss is about.

The iLoad could be well suited for a pool 
service technician or similar
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van tastic

(EBD). Driver and outer passenger seat belts 
are height adjustable and feature pre-ten-
sioners and load limiters. There are power 
front windows and exterior mirrors, as well 
as a tilt adjustable steering wheel complete 
with audio control buttons and a remote fuel 
flap release which for obvious reasons won’t 
operate when the nearside sliding door is 
open. Optionally available (curiously, only on 
diesel versions) is the combination of elec-
tronic stability program (ESP) and traction 
control system (TCS).

Speaking of traction, iLoad buyers can 
choose between a 2.5 litre CRDi (common 
rail direct injection) diesel or 2.4 litre petrol 
mill, both punching into a five-speed manual 
‘box or an optional five-speed “Selectronic” 
automatic. The diesel delivers 125 kW of 
power at 3800 rpm and 392 Nm of torque 
between 2000 and 2500 rpm while the petrol 
produces 129 kW at 6000 rpm and 228 Nm 
at 4200 rpm. Comparing these figures, it’s 
easy to understand why around 70 percent of 
iLoad buyers tick the diesel box.

And to top it all off, iLoad comes with a 
warranty period that extends to five years or 
160,000 km, whichever comes first.

Makin’ a mile
Our test unit was a manual diesel configured 
as a three-seat “tradie’s special”, complete 
with options of nudge bar, roof racks, con-
duit carrier, cargo barrier and curtain, and a 
plywood lined load floor.

It’s interesting to note that iLoad’s overall 
height (minus the roof racks) of 1935 mm 
means it will comfortably clear most under-
ground carparks. What’s more, Hyundai has 
subsequently made the roof mounted aerial 
shorter to further help this cause. Converse-

ly, an unladen ground clearance of 190 mm 
allows it to take rugged building sites in its 
stride – even more so if the optional locking 
differential is fitted. 

Initial driving impressions suggested the 
vehicle was solidly built and well up to its 
intended tasks, a feeling that remained un-
diminished after one tonne of firewood had 
been placed in the back. Make no mistake, 
with overall length and width of 5125 mm 
and 1920 mm respectively and a wheelbase 
of 3200 mm, this is one vast van. And the 
cargo bay can be veritably described as cav-
ernous. We’re talking a length of 2375 mm, 
width of 1620 mm (1260 mm between wheel 
arches) and height of 1350 mm.

Yet despite its dimensions, the iLoad 
doesn’t drive like a tank; in fact, it’s surpris-
ingly nimble with an astonishingly small 
kerb-to-kerb turning circle of 11.2 metres 
and with just 3.57 turns of the steering wheel 
from lock-to-lock. This is accomplished by 
power assisted rack-and-pinion steering with 
the front wheels oscillating beneath gas filled 
Macpherson strut coil spring suspension. At 
the rear, the solid drive axle is located by tra-
ditional leaf springs backed by gas shockers. 
Rims are 16 x 6.5 inch steel items shod with 
215/ 70 R16 tyres and a full sized spare wheel 
is standard. Front and rear wheel tracks are 
1685 and 1660 mm respectively.

It’s also well endowed in the braking 
department with 300 mm ventilated discs 
grabbed by twin piston callipers at the front 
and 324 mm ventilated discs with single pot 
callipers and a drum-in-hat parking brake 
arrangement out back. Importantly, pad wear 
warning indicators feature front and rear. 
During several days of city and suburban 
driving with a reasonable payload on board, 

the brakes never failed to impress with strong 
stopping power under all circumstances.

It was a similarly positive story in the 
power stakes. Aided by a well spaced spread 
of gear ratios, the diesel iLoad made light 
work of a gross vehicle mass just 40 kg shy of 
three tonnes. It certainly felt lively enough to 
comfortably tow a braked trailer weighing a 
maximum of 2000 kg bringing the allowable 
gross combination mass to a hefty 5160 kg.  

Equally impressive was a fuel figure of 13 
km/litre (36.7 mpg) achieved during an even 
mix of metropolitan and motorway driving.

All up, it was difficult to find anything nega-
tive about the iLoad apart from a few nitpicky 
things. I found the audible clicking of the turn 
signal too soft to hear in traffic or when the 
radio was on, making it necessary to look at 
the dash light to make sure it hadn’t can-
celled unintentionally. And the passengers’ 
seat belt shackles didn’t protrude far enough 
from the seat making them hard to access. 
Aside from that, it was surprising that the 
rear barn door option doesn’t include wipers 
and washers for the back windows.

Like I said, nitpicky things that Hyundai 
should find easy to address. Overall though, 
it was easy to be impressed with the pack-
age and it’s not hard to see why some 
European van distributors have felt the need 
to drop their prices of late. Indeed, iLoad 
recently posted its best ever monthly result 
with sales of 657 units delivering 33.7 per-
cent of its market segment and number one 
ranking for the very first time. 

When you’re on a good thing...! 

Creature comfort. The car-like cab environment 
features a comfortably contoured driver’s seat and 

sporty dash-mounted gear selector

Load up. With a payload capacity of 1132 kg and 
optional rear barn doors, iLoad can accommodate 
two forklift loaded half-tonne pallets
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industry advice

greeting your prospects
Last issue of SPLASH! marco longley, au-
thor of The Ultimate Hot Tub and Pool $ales 
Book, offered some advice on the steps 
toward closing a spa sale. Now, he provides 
more detail on the first step: greeting your 
prospective customer. 

A relaxed greeting to welcome 
prospects into your showroom will 
go miles towards building a great 

rapport, which is crucial to earning your 
prospect’s trust and confidence. A potential 
customer is approaching: your shoes are 
shined; you’ve checked your breath; your 
hair has been neatly coifed. You look like a 
professional salesperson. 

NOW WHAT?
You need to make a connection, find 

common ground and, most importantly, 
make a friend.
•  The goal when greeting your prospect  

is to relax them and begin to build a  
strong rapport.

•  People buy from people they like and trust.
•  People buy when they are comfortable.

The initial contact
You have heard this before…SMILE! Yup, 
pretty simple. SMILE, SMILE and SMILE.

A smile is contagious and will often be 
reflected in your prospect. You must acknowl-
edge the prospects are in your store, but in a 
very casual, non-threatening manner. In order 
to get physically close to them, without yelling 
across your showroom floor, here are several 
easy methods that always work, in the event 
you are not comfortable with a casual, yet 
effective hello.

Have a cleaning rag in your hand and do 
a “drive-by.” Walk near them with a brief 
greeting (try, “Thank you for visiting our 
store.”) and wipe down a spa near them. 
Perhaps you can move an item from one 
part of your store to the other side.

Rearrange your plants, spa steps or any 
other décor feature. Remember how they 
initially perceive you – as a SALESPERSON! 
Try to remember how you felt when you were 
out shopping for an item and you got blind-
sided by an aggressive salesperson. Many 
prospects either feel ignored or overwhelmed 
by salespeople.

Make a friend and get your prospects to 
laugh if you can. Allow them to look around 
and give them time to get comfortable with 
your store setting.

Don’t talk spas
Initially, try to get them to 
talk about themselves. This 
is the warm-up part of your 
presentation; you are building very important 
rapport with your prospect because you will 
need that rapport later. Start your dialogue 
with anything other than the products you 
sell and promote. 

Ask about an outfit, a child, a piece of 
clothing, a recent sports game or even the 
weather. Don’t talk about religion or politics. 
Just be sincere when you ask your questions. 
Talk with them as if they are already your 
friend and this may be their second or third 
visit to your store. Always include every mem-
ber when you introduce yourself, never leave 
the kids out, as they can be your best allies or 
your worst enemies. Do you have a kids’ play 
area to keep them entertained in the event 
they don’t want to be dragged around your 
store? Offer your prospects a coffee or water; 
it is a very nice goodwill gesture.

Never prejudge your prospect. They may 
have muddy boots on and a dirty work shirt 
and look they don’t have a cent. I was work-
ing with one such prospect and everybody 
in the store figured I was wasting my time 
with them. After spending a pleasant 10 
minutes warming him up, I moved through 
my presentation and eventually sold him a 
spa. As we were doing up the paperwork, I 
kidded him about tracking mud through the 
showroom. He apologised and explained 
his occupation. It turns out he owned one of 
the largest sod and landscape companies 
in the country and was easily worth far 
more than you and I will earn in 10 life-
times. As he left the store, I watched him 
get into his brand new Mercedes, muddy 
boots and all. Never prejudge.

Transition into credibility
After an initial warm-up, and your warm-

up may go on for 15 or 
20 minutes, transition into 

more of a business focused con-
versation with, “What brings you in to 

our store today?” (If it rolls off your tongue 
smoothly, replace “our store” with your 
actual store name and you have started 
branding your store name.)

“What have you heard about our  
store?” (Again, use your store name for 
added branding.)

“Mr Prospect, before we go look at our 
spas, if you are like most people, you prob-
ably have two questions. What spa am I 
going to buy and from whom am I going to 
buy it? Does that sound about right?”

This is a very important step not to be 
missed; you have started to ask questions 
and proven your professionalism by correctly 
indentifying their concerns in advance of 
them bringing them up.

“Let’s get started over here.” (Direct  
or lead them to a different area of the  
showroom, next to your credibility wall 
made up of pictures of happy spa owners 
and awards or other forms of your  
store’s recognition.)

You have now taken control and they will 
follow your lead. Never say:
•  “Can I help you?”
•  “Look around and let me know if you  

have any questions.”
•  “What do we have to do to make  

a deal today?”
An effective greeting will result in very 

relaxed and attentive prospects that are look-
ing forward to discussing hot tubs with you. 
Congratulations, you have started the sales 
process on the right foot and are now ready to 
build value as you discuss your credibility.

Next we’ll look at step two on the way to 
closing a sale – establishing credibility.

For more information go to Marco’s web-
site at www.top10salesandconsulting.com. 
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P R O U D  I N T E R N A T I O N A L  A W A R D  W I N N E R

A cleaner, greener approach 

to water sterilisation for 
water treatment plants!

Australian Innovative Systems Pty Ltd (AIS) has 

specialised in products that disinfect water via 

electrolysis since 1974 and now has developed the 

world’s fi rst eco-effi cient system, Ecoline™, which 

sterilises drinking, waste and swimming pool water.

Ecoline™ is changing the way water is being disinfected 

and treated. Utilising the natural salts and minerals 

already existing in the water, Ecoline™, through a 

process of electrolysis, instantly sterilises water.

Ecoline™ eliminates the risks involved with chemical 

handling including transporting, storing and dosing to 

the water supply. Ecoline™ lowers operating costs and 

achieves a complete automatic process that requires 

minimal operator attendance.

Applications: Drinking water, Recycled water, Grey 

water, Sewerage and wastewater, Irrigation water, 

Food processing plants,Cooling towers, Reverse 

osmosis / desalination, Agricultural lagoons, 

Swimming pools & Water features.



magnum f i l t e r s . c om

magnum   noun 1. producer of quality spa and 
pool fi lters. 2. .44 calibre hand gun “the most 
powerful hand gun in the world”- Dirty Harry.

When it comes to quality spa and pool � lters 
the � rst words that should come to mind 
are Magnum Filters. We specialise in the 
manufacture of quality � lters that we are 
proud of and with service second to none.

Magnum Filters is a family owned business 
established 1982 in “the old man’s garage” 
and has now grown into a company proud of 
its heritage and future. 

If you � nd choosing a spa and pool � lter a 
bit of a lottery, you’ve got to ask yourself 
one question: “Do I feel lucky?” Well, do ya,       
punk?  Magnum Filters will deliver what you 
are looking for without the guess work. 

For more information on our quality spa

and pool � lters, visit your local distributor:

QLD - Newline Pool Products - (07) 3712 0931

NSW - Niagara Pool Supplies - (02) 9648 6022

VIC - Lincoln Pool Equipment - (03) 9580 9016

S.A - AquaTune - (08) 8224 0344

W.A - Chadson Engineering - (08) 9344 3611

www.magnum� lters.com

For more information on our quality spa

and pool � lters, visit your local distributor:

QLD - Newline Pool Products - (07) 3712 0931
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